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Abstract

The explosion of world-wide-web has offered people a large number of online courses, e-classes and e-schools.
Such e-learning applications contain a wide variety of learning materials which can confuse the choices of
learner to select. Although the area of recommender systems has made a significant progress over the last
several years to address this problem, the issue remained fairly unexplored for challenging environments.
This paper proposes an approach to predict traditional-learning times for recommender systems in such
environments.
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1. Introduction

E-learning [3–5, 7, 11, 23, 26, 43, 46, 54] and
distance education is growing worldwide. According to
some research reports [21, 29], in Africa the demand
for products and services for e-learning (platforms,
authoring tools, content development, etc.) is growing
rapidly, as well as Asia and Latin America.

African countries are embracing Information and
Communications Technology (ICT) to increase access to
Internet. The use of mobile devices and smart phones by
a growing number of people could facilitate e-learning
and m-learning. In Africa, these types of environments
are being introduced into both urban and rural settings,
especially in areas in which reliable power sources
have not previously been readily available. In a similar
way, it will also be necessary to expand the coverage
of broadband internet and technology infrastructure,
which partly depends on public policies. In many both
urban and rural areas, the limited bandwidth of the
few available telecommunication lines that are joining
the Internet cause line congestion and make access
exceedingly slow, often beyond the limit of usability.
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Therefore, the Quality of the Service (QoS) is not stable
and depends on the geographical location. This is also
true for the electricity network. Thereby, depending on
the performances of both the Internet and the electricity
network, we consider three types of learning, namely
online learning, offline learning and traditional learning
(without a computer). Furthermore, others factors such
as the standard of living and the effects of computer use
on eye health and vision motivate the choice of these
three types of learning even in developed countries. It
is well known that staring at a computer screen for too
long can cause eyestrain, blurry vision, trouble focusing
at a distance, dry eyes, headaches, neck, back, and
shoulder pain.

E-learning [3, 7, 11, 23, 26, 54] applications
contain the plentiful learningmaterials namely courses,
lessons, references and exercises. As a result, learners
face the problem in selecting learning materials which
are suitable for their learning levels from the potentially
overwhelming number of alternatives. Although the
area of recommender systems has made a significant
progress over the last several years to address this
problem, the issue remained fairly unexplored for
challenging environments. In such systems, the rating
process of learning materials is based on learning
times which in turn involve online learning times,
offline learning times and traditional learning times.
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Online learning times and offline learning times can be
obtained automatically while traditional learning times
should be obtained either manually or from a predictive
algorithm. This last issue is the concern of this paper.
In this work, we propose an approach to predict
traditional-learning times for e-learning systems in
challenging environments.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In
section 2, the previous related works on e-learning
material recommender systems are presented. Section
3 introduces a traditional-learning time predictive
approach and describes the related paradigm, concepts
and algorithms step by step. Section 4 provides
concluding remarks along with suggestions for future
work.

2. Related Works

2.1. What is context ?

Context [1, 18, 48] is any information that can be used
to characterize the situation of an entity. An entity is a
person, place, or object that is considered relevant to the
interaction between a user and an application. Entity is
often a user, an item and the rating from a user over an
item in terms of recommender systems.

There are three approaches for using the context in
content filtering and collaborative filtering: contextual
pre-filtering, contextual post-filtering, and contextual
modeling. Three ways are used to obtain the parameters
of the learning context of a given learner:

1. Explicitly from the learner by asking direct
questions or eliciting through other means.

2. Implicitly from the data or the environment such
as the change in location automatically detected
by devices or the time stamp of a transaction.

3. Inferring the context using statistical or data
mining methods.

2.2. Recommender systems

Basically, a Recommender System (RS) is defined as
a decision making strategy for users under complex
information environments [30, 38, 43]. Also, RS was
defined from the perspective of e-commerce as a tool
that helps users search through records of knowledge
which is related to user interests and preferences
[20, 56]. It handles the problem of information
overload that users normally encounter by providing
them with personalized, exclusive content and service
recommendations.

RSs attempt to discover user’s preferences [47]
, and to learn about them in order to anticipate
their needs. Broadly speaking, a RS provides specific
suggestions about items (products or actions) within

a given domain, which may be considered of interest
to the given active user [53]. They are beneficial to
both service providers and users [51]. They reduce
transaction costs of finding and selecting items in an
online shopping environment. RSs have also proved
to improve decision making process and quality [49].
In e-commerce setting, RSs enhance revenues, for the
fact that they are effective means of selling more
products [51]. In scientific libraries, RSs support
users by allowing them to move beyond catalog
searches. In e-learning systems [8, 11, 18–20, 23,
37], RS is a significant part for personalization
and recommendation of appropriate materials to the
learner.
Recently, various approaches [1–3, 7, 8, 15, 18, 19,

28, 31, 34, 35, 38, 43, 54, 57] for building RSs have
been developed, which can utilize either content-based
filtering, collaborative filtering, sequential pattern
mining or hybrid filtering.

Content filtering based recommender. Content-based rec-
ommendation systems [38] try to recommend items
similar to those a given user has liked in the past.
Indeed, the basic process performed by a content-based
recommender consists in matching up the attributes of
a user profile [47] in which preferences and interests
are stored, with the attributes of a content object (item),
in order to recommend to the user new interesting
items. Following that technique in e-learning systems,
the conclusion of the utility of a material for a learner is
made on the basis of the utility assigned by the learner
to the materials similar to the given one.
A variety of content-based recommender systems

exist. LIBRA [41] implements a naÄśve Bayes text
categorization method for book recommendation that
exploits the product descriptions obtained from the
Web pages of the Amazon on-line digital store.
Re:Agent [10] is an intelligent email agent that can learn
actions such as filtering, downloading to palmtops,
forwarding email to voicemail, etc. using automatic
feature extraction. Re:Agent users are required only to
place example messages in folders corresponding to
the desired actions. Re:Agent learns the concepts and
decision policies from these folders. Citeseer [9, 22]
assists the user in the process of performing a scientific
literature search, by using word information and
analyzing common citations in the papers. INTIMATE
[39] recommends movies by using text categorization
techniques to learn from movie synopses obtained
from the Internet movie database. In order to get
recommendations, the user is asked to rate a minimum
number of movies into six categories: terrible, bad,
below average, above average, good and excellent. In the
same way, Movies2GO [42] learns user preferences from
the synopsis of movies rated by the user. The innovative
aspect of the system is to integrate voting schemes,
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designed to allow multiple individuals with conflicting
preferences arrive at an acceptable compromise, and
adapt them to manage conflicting preferences in a
single user.

Despite the success of the content filtering approach,
several limitations have been identified. The main
limitation is that only materials with a high degree
of agreement with the learner’s preferences will
be recommended. Others limitations associated with
content-based filtering techniques are limited content
analysis, cold-start problem, overspecialization and
sparsity of data [2, 6, 17, 38, 43]. The limited
content analysis occurs when content-based techniques
have a limit in the number of features that are
associated, resulting in unsuitable suggestion. The
overspecialisation problem occurs when a user is only
recommended items that are similar to items that were
rated or bought before. The cold-start problem occurs
when dealing with new users and new or updated items
in web environments. Since the user has not rated or
purchased items or the items has not been rated yet, it
is difficult to find a group of similar users or items. In
other word, the RS cannot draw any relation between
users and items because of the absence of information
about the user or item present. The sparsity problem
occurs when the number of user ratings from the
user-item rating dataset are insufficient for identifying
similar users. This arises from an insufficient quantity
of coitem ratings for similarity calculations between
users or items. As a consequence, it is not possible to
make reliable recommendations due to an initial lack of
ratings. In other word, the lack of rating history causes
the data sparsity. All these problems limit the quality
of recommendations and the applicability of content
filtering approach in general.

Collaborative filtering based recommender. Collaborative
filtering technique [7, 8, 26, 28, 32, 37, 54] is the most
mature and the most commonly implemented. Col-
laborative filtering recommends items by identifying
other users with similar taste; it uses their opinion to
recommend items to the active user. Following that
technique in e-learning systems, the utility of a material
for a learner is evaluated based on utilities assigned to
thematerial by learners who resemble the given learner.
Thus, if the recommender is guided only by learner
preferences, it cannot recommend a material until it
gets a sufficient number of evaluations.

Collaborative recommender systems have been
implemented in different application areas. GroupLens
[2] is a news-based architecture which employs
collaborative methods in assisting users to locate
articles from massive news database. Ringo [14] is
an online social information filtering system that
uses collaborative filtering to build users profile
based on their ratings on music albums. Amazon

[61] uses topic diversification algorithms to improve
its recommendation. The system uses collaborative
filtering method to overcome scalability issue by
generating a table of similar items offline through
the use of item-to-item matrix. The system then
recommends other products which are similar online
according to the purchase history of the user.

Despite the success of this filtering technique, it
suffers from some limitations [2, 6, 17, 43] such as cold-
start, sparsity and scalability problems. These problems
usually reduce the quality of recommendations and
they could be solved using hybrid methods [15, 17].
The scalability problem occurs when the number
of users or items grows. The algorithms cannot
respond immediately to online requirements or make
recommendations for all users.

Sequential pattern based recommender. Sequential pattern
mining [25, 27, 50, 52, 60] aims at analysing ordered
or timed data to extract interesting patterns. Broadly, a
pattern is considered interesting if it occurs frequently
in the data, i.e. the number of its occurrences is greater
than a fixed given threshold. Based on the intuition
that frequent patterns can be used to predict the next
few items that users would want to access, sequential
pattern mining-based recommendation algorithms [23,
37, 59] have performed well in empirical stud-
ies including online product recommendation. In e-
learning setting, there are some intrinsic orders for
learning material in users’ learning processes. The
learning processes usually have some time-dependency
relationships and are repeatable and periodic. The time-
dependency relationship between learning materials in
a learning process can reflect learner’s latent material
access pattern and preference. Then, using these
sequential patterns [23–25, 27, 35, 37, 44, 50, 52, 60],
we can predict the most probable material that a learner
will access in near feature.

Hybrid recommender . A hybrid recommendation system
is composed of two or more diverse recommendation
techniques, including content-based filtering, collab-
orative filtering and sequential pattern mining tech-
niques. The main goal of this approach is to improve
performance in terms of recommendations and to over-
come some of the issues that plague recommender
systems, such as the cold-start and sparsity problems.
Different hybridization methods [2, 12, 13, 15, 17,
17, 33, 36] have been proposed, such as the use of
weighted criterion (the scores of different recommen-
dation components are combined numerically), the use
of a switching mechanism (the system chooses among
recommendation components and applies the selected
one) or even the presentation of the two recommenda-
tions together, leaving the decision in the user’s hands.
Nevertheless, a common problem with these methods is
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that the parameters controlling the hybridization have
to be tuned.

3. A traditional-learning time predictive approach

This section presents the contribution of the paper. It is
organized as follows. Subsection 3.1 presents the three
types of learning sessions along with related learning
contexts, learning material parameters and contextual
parameters. Subsection 3.2 discusses how the learning
server is aware of traditional learning sessions that
have taken place. Subsection 3.3 studies the problem
of estimating traditional learning times. For this
purpose, a mathematical approach, which is grounded
into some theoretical considerations, is introduced
in a detailed way. Subsection 3.4 is concerned with
implementation issues. Thus, the traditional time-
estimation approach presented in subsection 3.3 is
translated into algorithms.

3.1. The context of a learning environment and the
context of a learning material

As stated above, stemming from various factors such as
the performances of both the Internet and the electricity
network, the standard of living and computer vision
syndrome, we consider three types of learning sessions,
namely online learning session, offline learning session
and traditional learning session.

1. An online learning session can take place only
when the performances of both the Internet and
the electricity network are good. During an online
learning session, the learning server collects a
number of informations and the learner has the
opportunity to interact with instructors and other
learners.

2. An offline learning session can take place only
when the performance of the Internet is poor
and the performance of the electricity network is
good. During an offline session, the learner uses
a client software to access to learning materials
that have been downloaded from the learning
server during an online session, and the client
software collects session informations (offline
learning time, number of learning material used
during the offline session, ...) that will be send
to the learning server during the next online
session. However, the learner cannot interact with
instructors, nor with other learners.

3. A traditional learning session can take place when
the performances of both the Internet and the
electricity network are poor. During a traditional
session, the learner uses hard copies of learning
materials that have been downloaded and printed
during others types of sessions.

In our study, we assume that a learner can move
from one type of learning to another one, depending
on various factors such as the performances of both the
Internet and the electricity network, the standard of
living and the effects of computer use on eye health and
vision. Thus, we consider that the learning context of a
learner consists of three parameters:

1. The percentage of the cumulative learning time
over all its online sessions, also called the
percentage of its online learning time for sake of
simplicity.

2. The percentage of the cumulative learning time
over all its offline sessions, also called the
percentage of its offline learning time.

3. The percentage of the cumulative learning time
over all its traditional sessions, also called the
percentage of its traditional learning time.

The sum of these three percentages should be equal
to 100%. similarly, we also consider the learning
context of a learner for a given learning material. It also
consists in three parameters: (1) the percentage of the
cumulative online learning time for that material, (2)
the percentage of the cumulative offline learning time
for that material, (3) the percentage of the cumulative
traditional learning time for that material. As for the
learning context of a learner, the sum of these three
percentages should be equal to 100%.
We also consider a number of contextual parameters

which dertermine the context of a learning material
: (1) the set of semantically related concepts: keywords,
synonyms, (2) the number of figures per size unit, (3)
the number of figures related to African context per size
unit, (4) the number of illustrative examples per size
unit, (5) the number of illustrative examples related to
African context per size unit, (6) level of interactivity:
we consider four levels denoted by 1, 2, 3 and 4, (7)
level of conviviality: as for the interactivity parameter,
we consider four levels, (8) size: we do not consider
the number of pages for presentation (ppt) and text-
based (pdf) formats, nor the time for audio (mp3) and
video (mp4) formats, rather, we consider the number of
lessons of the learning material for any type of format,
assuming that all the lessons have equal teaching times
(hypothesis 2 in section 3.3), (9) format: there are
four formats, audio (mp3), video (mp4), presentation
(ppt) and text-based (pdf), represented by digits 1, 2,
3 and 4 respectively, (10) printability : there are two
values, non-printable and printable, represented by
digits 0 and 1 respectively, (11) downloadability : as for
the printability parameter, there are two values, non-
downloadable and downloadable, represented by digits
0 and 1 respectively.
Note that, if the value of the printability parameter

is 0, traditional learning cannot take place. Similarly, if
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the value of the downloadability parameter is 0, offline
learning cannot take place.

3.2. Detecting traditional learning sessions

For the sake of scoring learning materials, the learning
server should know whether or not a learner has
performed traditional sessions. This can be obtained in
a number of ways, including:

1. Explicitely from the learner by asking direct
questions.

2. Implicitely from the learning context of the
learner. If the percentage of the traditional
learning time is different from zero, we might
consider that he will study parts of learning
materials during traditional learning sessions

3. By analyzing the behavior of the learner during
the online and offline sessions.

(a) If a learner has downloaded and printed a
learning material, then we might consider
that he certainly performed traditional
learning sessions.

(b) If a learner has never studied some parts of
a learning material ( that he has choosen )
over all its offline and online sessions, i.e.
either the cumulative visit time of these parts
over all its online and offline sessions is
close to zero or he skipped all these parts
over all its offline and online sessions, we
might consider that he studied these portions
during traditional learning sessions

(c) If a learner partially studied parts of a
learning material over all its online and
offline sessions, i.e. the cumulative learning
time of these parts over all its online and
offline sessions is low compared to the
average time, we might consider that he also
studied these portions during traditional
learning sessions.

(d) Assume that each learning material contains
a course and exercices distributed equitably
following the keywords of the course. Also
consider a learner and a learning material
for which the learning server is aware of
its answers to exercices. If the percentage
of exercises done by this learner is greater
than the percentage of course studied
during offline and online sessions, we might
consider that he studied portions of that
course during traditional learning sessions.
Note that exercices can be done during any
type of learning session. But, the answers
of exercices done during traditional learning

sessions should be uploaded during online
learning sessions. Similarly, the answers
of exercices done during offline learning
sessions are automatically send to the
learning server by a client software during
online learning sessions.

(e) If the learner has made fair contributions,
on parts of a learning material that he
has never studied online/offline, during an
interaction with the instructor or during
a meeting with other learners under the
supervision of the instructor, we might
consider that he studied these parts during
traditional learning sessions. Note that only
the instructor is allowed to appreciate the
quality of a learner contribution.

(f) Similarly, if the learner has made very good
contributions, on parts of a learning material
that he has partially studied online or offline,
during an interaction with the instructor or
during a meeting with other learners under
the supervision of the instructor, we might
consider that he also studied these parts
during traditional learning sessions.

3.3. Estimating traditional learning times

This subsection introduces a mathematical approach
grounded into some theoretical considerations for the
problem of estimating traditional learning times. It is
organized as follows. First, a number of hypotheses
based on empirical observations of the learning process
are introduced. They are exploited to construct the
traditional time-estimation procedure proposed in this
paper. Second, a number of mathematical notations to
denote learning times of the three types of learning,
lesson neighborhood and learner neighborhood are
introduced in a detailed way. Third, a five-steps
procedure, based on a number of hypotheses, learning
times, lesson neighborhood, learner neighborhood,
content filtering technique [38], collaborative filtering
technique [7, 8, 26, 28, 32, 37, 54], similarity
between two lessons and similarity between two
learners, is introduced to estimate the value of
EnablingTime(Lr, Ls). It denotes the amount of lesson
learning-time for lesson Ls it takes to enable learner
Lr to do all the exercises of Ls. Fourth, the estimation
of EnablingTime(Lr, Ls) is in turn exploited to estimate
traditional learning times. Fifth, equations to compute
the similarity between two lessons, based on lesson
parameters, are provided. Sixth, equations to compute
the similarity between two learners, based on their
learning context, are provided.

Hypotheses. Each learning material describes a course
and is divided into parts, where each of them contains
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a lesson and exercises. A course is a unit of teaching,
led by one or more instructors, that typically lasts one
academic term. It is made of a series of lessons in a
particular subject, typically leading to a qualification.
A lesson is an explanation for the purpose of helping
learners understand a complicated and/or concrete
sub-subject of a course-subject. It may range from
a lecture, to a demonstration, to a discussion or a
blend of some of these common presentation methods.
Some lessons may involve work by the learner, such
as reading and writing or creating something, perhaps
when the instructor is not present. The learner may
work independently or collaborate with others. The
potential format and structure of a lesson is dependent
upon factors such as culture, learning objectives and the
style of the individual teacher. Exercises can be viewed
as a means of practicing what learners learned during
lessons.

Stemming from empirical observations related to
how people learn [16, 40, 45, 58], we consider a number
of hypotheses stated as follows.

1. Hypothesis 1: The parts of a same learningmaterial
may have different numbers of pages, different
lesson-lengths and different numbers of exercices.

2. Hypothesis 2: All the lessons of learning materials
have equal teaching times. Note that: (a) this
hypothesis contributes in bridging the gap
between the amounts of learning-time per lesson
needed by a given learner to reach a same goal for
each lesson, and (b) highest similarities between
lessons also contribute in bridging such gaps.
Hypothesis 2 is exploited to define hypothesis 4.

3. Hypothesis 3: The more you learn, the more you
understand and themore you acquired skills. This
comes from the fact that the learning process is
repeatable and periodic. Hypothesis 3 is exploited
to define hypothesis 5.

4. Hypothesis 4: Stemming from hypothesis 2, given
a learner, we assume that: (a) all the lessons
require close amounts of learning time to enable
her or him to do the same percentage of exercices
for each lesson, and (b) the more the similarity
between two lessons, the more such amounts are
close. Hypothesis 4 is exploited to estimate the
value of EnablingTime(Lr, Ls) through equations
(6) and (7), which is in turn exploited to estimate
traditional learning times.

5. Hypothesis 5: Stemming from hypothesis 3, we
assume that the percentage of exercices done by
the learner in a given part of a learning material
is almost proportional to the amount of his or
her learning time devoted to the corresponding
lesson. Hypothesis 5 is exploited to estimate the

value of EnablingTime(Lr, Ls) through equation
(5).

Notations. The learning process is repeatable and
periodic. The amount of lesson learning-time it takes
a learner to do exercises, i.e. practicing what learned
during lessons, depends on the learner’s goals, interests,
and abilities. Given a learner Lr and a lesson Ls of a
learning material M , we consider a number of concepts
and notations defined as follows:

1. OnlineTime(Lr, Ls): It denotes the cumulative
online learning time of learner Lr for lesson Ls
over all its online sessions. It is automatically
calculated by the learning server.

2. OfflineTime(Lr, Ls): Similarly, it denotes the
cumulative offine learning time of learner Lr
for lesson Ls over all its offline sessions. It is
automatically calculated by the client software
that handles offline sessions.

3. TraditionalTime(Lr, Ls): Similarly, it denotes the
cumulative traditional learning time of learner
Lr for lesson Ls over all its traditional sessions.
Contrary to the times of others types of learning,
i.e OnlineTime(Lr, Ls) and OfflineTime(Lr, Ls),
it cannot be calculated automatically. Thereby,
either it is given by the learner or it is estimated
by analyzing the behavior of the learner during
others types of sessions, i.e. online and offline
sessions.

4. CumulativeTime(Lr, Ls): It denotes the cumula-
tive learning time of learner Lr for lesson Ls over
all its learning sessions. We have :

CumulativeTime(Lr, Ls) =

OnlineTime(Lr, Ls)+

OfflineTime(Lr, Ls)+

TraditionalTime(Lr, Ls)

(1)

If the real value of TraditionalTime(Lr, Ls) is
unknown and different from zero, the real value
of CumulativeTime(Lr, Ls) is also unknown and
should be estimated. On the other hand, if learner
Lr has not studied lesson Ls during any traditional
session, i.e. TraditionalTime(Lr, Ls) = 0, we do not
need to perform any estimation as we have:

CumulativeTime(Lr, Ls) =

OnlineTime(Lr, Ls)+

OfflineTime(Lr, Ls)

This equation holds if the value of the printability
parameter is equal to 0 and the value of the down-
loadability parameter is equal to 1. Similarly, if
the value of the printability parameter is equal to
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1 and the value of the downloadability parameter
is equal to 0, we have.

CumulativeTime(Lr, Ls) =

OnlineTime(Lr, Ls)+

TraditionalTime(Lr, Ls)

If 0 is the value of these two parameters, we have:

CumulativeTime(Lr, Ls) = OnlineTime(Lr, Ls)

5. OnlineTime(Lr,M) : It denotes the cumulative
online learning time of Lr forM over all its online
sessions. Similarly, one can get the meaning of
OfflineTime(Lr,M), TraditionalTime(Lr,M) and
CumulativeTime(Lr,M). We have :

CumulativeTime(Lr,M) =

OnlineTime(Lr,M)+

OfflineTime(Lr,M)+

TraditionalTime(Lr,M)

(2)

6. OnlineTime(Lr) : It denotes the cumulative
online learning time of Lr over all its online
sessions. Similarly, one can get the mean-
ing of OfflineTime(Lr), TraditionalTime(Lr) and
CumulativeTime(Lr). We have :

CumulativeTime(Lr) =

OnlineTime(Lr)+

OfflineTime(Lr)+

TraditionalTime(Lr)

(3)

7. PerOfExe(Lr, Ls): It denotes the percentage of
exercises of lesson Ls done by learner Lr.
Similarly, PerOfExe(Lr,M) denotes the percentage
of exercises of material M done by Lr. These
percentages are automatically calculated by the
learning server as it is aware of all the answers of
learners to exercices.

8. EnablingTime(Lr, Ls): It denotes the amount of
lesson learning-time for lesson Ls it takes to
enable learner Lr to do all the exercises of Ls. The
meaning of EnablingTime(Lr,M) is similar and
we have:

EnablingTime(Lr,M) =
∑

Ls∈M

EnablingTime(Lr, Ls) (4)

9. LLsN(Lr, Ls) and LsN(Lr, Ls): LLsN and LsN stand
respectively for Local Lesson Neighborhood and
Lesson Neighborhood. The first notation denotes
the neighborhood of lesson Ls for learner Lr in

the material to which Ls belongs. It is made of the
m lessons, belonging to the material containing
Ls and having the highest similarity to lesson
Ls, for which the cumulative learning time of
Lr is known. It is also called the local lesson
neighborhood of Ls for Lr. The second notation
denotes the neighborhood of Ls for Lr in the
set of all the learning materials. It is made of
the m lessons, belonging to any learning material
and having the highest similarity to lesson Ls,
for which the cumulative learning time of Lr is
known. Similarly to the first notation, it is also
called the lesson neighborhood of Ls for Lr.

10. LLrN(Lr, Ls) and LrN(Lr): LLrN stands for Local
Learner Neighborhood and LrN stands for Learner
Neighborhood. Notation LLrN(Lr, Ls) denotes the
local learner neighborhood of learner Lr for lesson
Ls made of the m learners having the highest
similarity to learner Lr over the set of all learners
for which the cumulative learning time of lesson
Ls is known. Notation LrN(Lr) denotes the learner
neighborhood of learner Lr made of them learners
having the highest similarity to learner Lr over
the set of all learners for which the cumulative
learning time of a lesson is known.

We have the following lemma.

Lemma 1. If there is no more limitation on the number of
elements of the neighborhoods defined above, we have
the following inclusions:

1. LLsN(Lr, Ls) ⊆ LsN(Lr, Ls)

2. LLrN(Lr, Ls) ⊆ LrN(Lr)

3. LsN(Lr, Ls) is included in the set of lessons for
which there exists a learner whose cumulative
learning time is known.

Proof. Note that each of the following neighborhoods,
LLsN(Lr, Ls), LsN(Lr, Ls), LLrN(Lr, Ls) and LrN(Lr),
contains at most m elements according to its definition.
Now, let’s remove this size limitation: (1) LLsN(Lr, Ls)
becomes the set of lessons belonging to the material
containing Ls for which the cumulative learning time
of Lr is known, (2) LsN(Lr, Ls) becomes the set of
lessons belonging to any learning material for which
the cumulative learning time of Lr is known, (3)
LLrN(Lr, Ls) becomes the set of learners for which the
cumulative learning time of lesson Ls is known, and
(4) LrN(Lr) becomes the set of learners for which the
cumulative learning time of a lesson is known. Hence
the result.

Estimating function EnablingTime. If learner
Lr has done all the exercises of lesson Ls,
the value of EnablingTime(Lr, Ls) is equal to
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CumulativeTime(Lr, Ls). This value is known if learner
Lr has not studied lesson Ls during any traditional
session, i.e. TraditionalTime(Lr, Ls) = 0. Otherwise,
it can be approximated by considering the five-steps
prediction approach described in the following which
can be summarized as follows. First, it attempts
to estimate EnablingTime(Lr, Ls) from the value of
CumulativeTime(Lr, Ls). If that last value is unknown,
it makes a second attempt, based on the narrowest
neighborhood. If the second attempt fails, i.e. the
narrowest neighborhood is empty, it makes a third
attempt based on a slightly greater neighborhood. If
the third attempt still fails, a fourth attempt is made
from another neighborhood that is slightly greater
than the previous one. If the fourth attempt still fails,
the previous step is repeated once. If the fifth attempt
still fails, the approach is unable to determine a good
estimation.

The idea behind the estimation proposed in the
first step is borrowed from hypothesis 5. The common
idea behind the estimations proposed in the second
and third (resp. fourth and fifth) steps is borrowed
from the content filtering [38] (resp. collaborative
filtering [7, 8, 26, 28, 32, 37, 54] ) technique. Thus,
the proposed estimation approach can benefit from
the success of these two filtering techniques. The
differences between the estimations proposed in the
last four steps come from the type of the elements
(either lessons or learners) and the locality (local or
not) of the neighborhood used in the estimation process.

Case 1:The value of CumulativeTime(Lr, Ls) is known

From hypothesis 5, We have the following approxi-
mation:

EnablingTime(Lr, Ls) ≈

CumulativeTime(Lr, Ls)
PerOfExe(Lr, Ls)

(5)

Case 2:The value of CumulativeTime(Lr, Ls) is
unknown and LLsN(Lr, Ls) , ∅

If the cumulative learning time of learner Lr for
lesson Ls is unkown, we cannot get an approximated
value of EnablingTime(Lr, Ls) from equation (5). On the
other hand, assume that the local lesson neighborhood
of Ls for Lr is not empty, i.e. LLsN(Lr, Ls) , ∅. Stemming
from hypothesis 4.a, we can approximate the enabling
learning time of Lr for Ls as the average of the
enabling learning time of Lr for lessons belonging to
LLsN(Lr, Ls). Thus, we have:

EnablingTime(Lr, Ls) ≈
∑

L∈LLsN(Lr,Ls) EnablingTime(Lr, L)

|LLsN(Lr, Ls)|

(6)

Stemming from hypothesis 4.b, approximation (6) can
be improved by taking into account the similarity
between lesson Ls and each lesson belonging to
LLsN(Lr, Ls). To this end, it becomes a weighted average
as follows.

EnablingTime(Lr, Ls) ≈
∑

L∈LLsN(Lr,Ls) EnablingTime(Lr, L)sim(Ls, L)
∑

L∈LLsN(Lr,Ls) sim(Ls, L)

(7)

It is easy to see that the sum of all the weights is equal
to 1.

Case 3: LLsN(Lr, Ls) = ∅ and LsN(Lr, Ls) , ∅

Lemma 2 explains why the contrary of the condition
of case 1 has been removed from the list of conditions
of case 3.

Lemma 2. If LLsN(Lr, Ls) = ∅, the value of Cumulative-
Time (Lr, Ls) is unknown.

Proof. Let M denotes the learning material to which
lesson Ls belongs. Assume that LLsN(Lr, Ls) = ∅. It
means that there is no lesson belonging to M for which
the cumulative learning time of Lr is known. Thus, as
lesson Ls belongs to M , the value of CumulativeTime
(Lr, Ls) is unknown.

The following approximation is obtained by replac-
ing in equation (7) the neighborhood LLsN(Lr, Ls) with
LsN(Lr, Ls).

EnablingTime(Lr, Ls) ≈
∑

L∈LsN(Lr,Ls) EnablingTime(Lr, L)sim(Ls, L)
∑

L∈LsN(Lr,Ls) sim(Ls, L)

(8)

Case 4: LsN(Lr, Ls) = ∅ and LLrN(Lr, Ls) , ∅

Lemma 3 explains why the first condition of case 3,
i.e. LLsN(Lr, Ls) = ∅, has been removed from the list of
conditions of case 4.

Lemma 3. If LsN(Lr, Ls) = ∅, LLsN(Lr, Ls) = ∅.

Proof. Assume that LsN(Lr, Ls) = ∅. It means that there
is no lesson over the set of all the learning materials
for which the cumulative learning time of Lr is known.
This implies that the cumulative learning time of Lr for
any lesson belonging to the material containing Ls is
unknown. It comes that LLsN(Lr, Ls) = ∅.

The following approximation is obtained by replac-
ing in equation (8) the neighborhood LsN(Lr, Ls) with
LLrN(Lr, Ls) and the similarity (sim(Ls, L)) between two
lessons with the similarity (sim(Lr, L)) between two
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learners.

EnablingTime(Lr, Ls) ≈
∑

L∈LLrN(Lr,Ls) EnablingTime(L, Ls)sim(Lr, L)
∑

L∈LLrN(Lr,Ls) sim(Lr, L)

(9)

Case 5: LsN(Lr, Ls) = ∅, LLrN(Lr, Ls) = ∅ and
LrN(Lr) , ∅

Lemma 4. LLsN(Lr′, Ls) = ∅ and LsN(Lr′, Ls) , ∅ for all
learner Lr′ ∈ LrN(Lr).

Proof. Let Lr′ denotes a learner that belongs to LrN(Lr).
This implies that there exists a lesson Ls′ for which
the cumulative learning time of learner Lr′ is known.
It comes that Ls′ ∈ LsN(Lr′, Ls). Thus, LsN(Lr′, Ls) , ∅.
On the other hand, LLrN(Lr, Ls) = ∅ means that the the
cumulative learning time of lesson Ls is unknown for
all learner. This implies that LLsN(Lr′, Ls) = ∅. Hence
the result.

Given a learner Lr′ belonging to LrN(Lr), lemma
4 implies that the value of EnablingTime(Lr′, Ls)
can be approximated with equation (8). Once this
approximation is done for all learner of LrN(Lr),
an approximation of EnablingTime(Lr, Ls) is obtained
from the following equation which is obtained by
replacing in equation (9) the neighborhood LLrN(Lr, Ls)
with LrN(Lr).

EnablingTime(Lr, Ls) ≈
∑

L∈LrN(Lr) EnablingTime(L, Ls)sim(Lr, L)
∑

L∈LrN(Lr) sim(Lr, L)

(10)

Case 6: LrN(Lr) = ∅

Lemma 5 states why the first two conditions of
case 5, i.e. LsN(Lr, Ls) = ∅ and LLrN(Lr, Ls) = ∅, are not
considered as conditions of case 6.

Lemma 5. If LrN(Lr) = ∅, LsN(Lr, Ls) = ∅ and
LLrN(Lr, Ls) = ∅.

Proof. Assume that LrN(Lr) = ∅. This means that there
is no learner for which the cumulative learning time of
any lesson is known. It comes that there is no learner
for which the cumulative learning time of lesson Ls is
known on one hand, i.e. LLrN(Lr, Ls) = ∅, and that the
cumulative learning time of learner Lr for any lesson is
unknown on the other hand, i.e. LsN(Lr, Ls) = ∅.

In this case, the value of the cumulative learning time
of any lesson is unknown for all learner. If LrN(Lr) ,
∅, the value of EnablingTime(Lr′, Ls) is approximated
following the approach described from case 1 to case
5. Hence, we have the following lemma.

Lemma 6. Consider a learner Lr and a lesson Ls for
which the value of EnablingTime(Lr, Ls) is unknown.
If LrN(Lr) , ∅, i.e. there exists a learner for which the
cumulative learning time is known for some lesson,
the value of EnablingTime(Lr, Ls) can be approximated
following the approach described from case 1 to case 5.

Estimating function TraditionalTime. Once an approxima-
tion of EnablingTime(Lr, Ls) is calculated, we can obtain
an approximation of the cumulative learning time from
equation (5) as follows.

CumulativeTime(Lr, Ls) ≈

EnablingTime(Lr, Ls)PerOfExe(Lr, Ls)
(11)

This approximation of CumulativeTime(Lr, Ls)
enables us to get an approximation of
TraditionalTime(Lr, Ls) from (1). Once all the unknown
values of traditional learning times of learner Lr for
lessons belonging to a same learning material M are
approximated, we deduce an approximated value
of TraditionalTime(Lr,M) from equation (2). After
doing this for each learning material that learner Lr
has choosen, we deduce an approximated value of
TraditionalTime(Lr) from equation (3). Hence, we have
the following lemma.

Lemma 7. If LrN(Lr) , ∅ for some learner Lr, an
estimation of function TraditionalTime can be deduced
from the approach described in section 3.3 and
equations (1), (2), and (3).

Similarity between two lessons. We consider a number
of contextual parameters which dertermine the context
of a lesson. They are the same as those introduced in
section 3.1 for learning materials. Note that the value
of the eighth parameter is 1 for all lesson. Thus, we do
not consider that parameter to determine the closeness
between two lessons.
In [38, 55], the following assumptions are made,

based on empirical observations regarding text. They
can influence the definition of similarity of two lessons.

1. Assumption 1: Rare terms are not less relevant than
frequent terms. Terms that occur frequently in one
lesson, but rarely in other lessons, are more likely
to be relevant to the topic of the lesson. Following
that assumption, (1) the set of keywords of a
lesson should be as large as possible, and (2) the
set of keywords of a learning material should
contain the set of keywords of all its lessons. This
assumption is related to the first parameter of
learning materials.

2. Assumption 2: Multiple occurrences of a term in a
document are not less relevant than single occur-
rences. Following that assumption, the number
of occurrences of keywords should be taken into
account in the measure of the similarity between
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two lessons. This assumption is exploited to
improve the measure of the similarity between
two lessons. It leads to equation (14).

3. Assumption 3: Long documents are not preferred
to short documents. This leads to a normalization
assumption. It is taken into account by hypothesis
2 of section 3.3 and by the eighth parameter of
learning materials. That hypothesis states that
all the lessons of learning materials have equal
teaching times while that parameter measures the
size of a material as the number of its lessons.

In the following, p = 11 denotes the number of
contextual parameters. The parameter numbered i is
assigned a weight denoted wi . We assume that the sum
of these weights is equal to 1.

p
∑

i=1

wi = 1 (12)

Let Ls and Ls′ be two lessons. Denote pi , i = 1, 2, ... p
(resp. p′i , i = 1, 2, ... p) the contextual parameters of Ls
(resp. Ls′). The similarity between Ls and Ls′ is defined
as follows.

sim(Ls, Ls′) =

w1|p1 ∩ p′1| +
p−4
∑

i=2

wimin(pi , p′i ) +
p

∑

i=p−2

wiequal(pi , p′i )

w1|p1 ∪ p′1| +
p−4
∑

i=2

wimax(pi , p′i ) + 3

(13)
Where function min returns the minimum of its two
arguments, function max returns the maximum of its
two arguments and function equal returns 1 if its two
arguments are equal and 0 otherwise.

Equation (13) can be improved by taking into
account the number of occurrences of keywords as
stated in assumption 2. Denote O(Ls, k) the number of
occurences of keyword k ∈ p1 in lesson Ls. Equation (13)
becomes

sim(Ls, Ls′) =

w1mi +
p−4
∑

i=2

wimin(pi , p′i ) +
p

∑

i=p−2

wiequal(pi , p′i )

w1ma +
p−4
∑

i=2

wimax(pi , p′i ) + 3

(14)

where






























mi =
∑

k∈p1∩p′1

min(O(Ls, k),O(Ls′, k))

ma =
∑

k∈p1∪p′1

max(O(Ls, k),O(Ls′, k))

Similarity between two learners. Three percentages are
used to calculate the similarity between two learners:
(1) the percentage of the online learning time with
respect to the sum of the online and offline learning
times, (2) the percentage of the offline learning time
with respect to the sum of the online and offline
learning times, and (3) the percentage of exercices done.
Note that there is a slight difference between the first
two percentages and those defined in section 3.1. Those
introduced in section 3.1 take the traditional learning
time into account while the ones introduced here do not
do it for two reasons: (1) here, the traditional learning
time is unknown, and (2) here, similarities between two
learners are used to estimate the value of the traditional
learning time.
The parameter numbered i is assigned a weight

denoted wei . We assume that the sum of these weights
is equal to 1.

3
∑

i=1

wei = 1 (15)

Let Lr and Lr′ be two learners. Denote pei , i = 1, 2, 3
(resp. pe′i , i = 1, 2, 3) the parameters of Lr (resp. Lr′).
We have:



























pe1 =
OnlineTime(Lr)

OfflineTime(Lr) + OnlineTime(Lr)

pe2 =
OfflineTime(Lr)

OfflineTime(Lr) + OnlineTime(Lr)

(16)

The similarity between Lr and Lr′ is defined as follows.

sim(Lr, Lr′) =

∑3
i=1weimin(pei , pe′i )

∑3
i=1weimax(pei , pe′i )

(17)

3.4. Algorithms

In this subsection, the traditional-learning time predic-
tive approach presented in subsection 3.3 is translated
into algorithms.

Calculating the similarity between two lessons.

Function : sim(Lesson Ls, Lesson Ls′) : Calculation of
the similarity between Ls and Ls′ according to
equation (14)

Data contained in Ls and Ls′ : The contextual parame-
ters of Ls and Ls′ : pi and p′i , i = 1, 2, ... 11
The number of occurences of keyword k ∈ p1
(resp. k ∈ p′1) in lesson Ls (resp. Ls′) : O(Ls, k),
O(Ls′, k))

Constants related to the function : The weights of the
contextual parameters following equation (12):
wi , i = 1, 2, ... 11

Output : The value of equation (14)
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Statements :

1. //Calculating the value of mi

2. mi=0

3. for k ∈ p1 ∩ p′1 do

4. mi = mi +min(O(Ls, k),O(Ls′, k))

5. end for

6. //Calculating the value of ma

7. ma=0

8. for k ∈ p1 ∪ p′1 do

9. mi = mi +max(O(Ls, k),O(Ls′, k))

10. end for

11. p=11

12. //Calculating the numerator of equation (14)

13. n = w1mi

14. for i=2, 3 ... p-4 do n = n +min(pi , p′i ) end for

15. for i=p-2 ... p do n = n + wiequal(pi , p′i ) end for

16. //Calculating the denominator of equation (14)

17. d = w1ma + 3

18. for i=2 ... p-4 do d = d +max(pi , p′i ) end for

19. //Calculating and returning the final result

20. sim = n/d

21. return sim

Calculating the similarity between two learners.

Function : sim(Lesson Lr, Lesson Lr′) : Calculation of
the similarity between two learners Lr and Lr′
according to equation (17)

Data contained in Lr and Lr′ : The percentages of the
online and offline learning times of Lr and Lr′
according to equation (16), and the percentages
of exercices done by each of them : pe1, pe2, pe1′,
pe2′, pe3, pe3′

Constants related to the function : The weights
assigned to the three percentages following
equation (15): wei , i = 1, 2, 3

Output : The value of equation (17)

Statements :

1. //Calculating the numerator of equation (17)

2. n=0

3. for i=1, 2, 3 do n = n + weimin(pei , pe′i ) end for

4. //Calculating the denominator of equation (17)

5. d=0

6. for i=1, 2, 3 do d = d + weimax(pei , pe′i ) end for

7. //Calculating and returning the final result

8. sim = n/d

9. return sim

Calculating an estimation of EnablingTime(Lr, Ls).

Function : EnablingTime(Learner Lr, Lesson Ls) :
Eestimation of the value of EnablingTime(Lr, Ls)

Global data : The set of lessons and the set of learners

Output : An estimation of EnablingTime(Lr, Ls) fol-
lowing the five-steps procedure introduced in
subsection 3.3.

Statements :

1. //Case 1:

2. if (the value of CumulativeTime(Lr, Ls) is known)

3. Estimate EnablingTime(Lr, Ls) from formula (5)

4. //Case 2:

5. else if ( LLsN(Lr, Ls) , ∅)

6. for L ∈ LLsN(Lr, Ls) do

7. Estimate EnablingTime(Lr, L) from (5)

8. end for

9. Use the previous estimations of

10. EnablingTime(Lr, L), L ∈ LLsN(Lr, Ls), to

11. estimate EnablingTime(Lr, Ls) from formula (7)

12. //Case 3:

13. else if (LsN(Lr, Ls) , ∅)

14. for L ∈ LsN(Lr, Ls) do

15. Estimate EnablingTime(Lr, L) from (5)

16. end for

17. Use the previous estimations of

18. EnablingTime(Lr, L), L ∈ LsN(Lr, Ls), to

19. estimate EnablingTime(Lr, Ls) from formula (8)

20. //Case 4:

21. else if (LLrN(Lr, Ls) , ∅)

22. for L ∈ LLrN(Lr, Ls) do

23. Estimate EnablingTime(L, Ls) from (5)

24. end for

25. Use the previous estimations of

26. EnablingTime(L, Ls), L ∈ LLrN(Lr, Ls), to

27. estimate EnablingTime(Lr, Ls) from formula (9)

28. //Case 5:

29. else if (LrN(Lr) , ∅)

30. for Lr′ ∈ LrN(Lr) do

31. for L ∈ LsN(Lr′, Ls) do

32. Estimate EnablingTime(Lr′, L) from (5)

33. end for

34. Use the previous estimations of

35. EnablingTime(Lr′, L), L ∈ LsN(Lr′, Ls), to
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36. estimate EnablingTime(Lr′, Ls) from (8)

37. end for

38. Use the previous estimations of

39. EnablingTime(Lr′, Ls), Lr′ ∈ LrN(Lr), to

40. estimate EnablingTime(Lr, Ls) from (10)

41. //Case 6: The estimation procedure has failed

42. else

43. return

44. end if

45. //Returning the estimation

46. return the estimation of EnablingTime(Lr, Ls)

Calculating an estimation of TraditionalTime(Lr, Ls).

Function : TraditionalTime(Learner Lr, Lesson Ls) :
Estimation of the value of TraditionalTime(Lr, Ls)

Global data : The set of lessons and the set of learners

Output : An estimation of TraditionalTime(Lr, Ls) fol-
lowing equations (11) and (1).

Statements :

1. // From equation (11) we have:

2. ct = EnablingTime(Lr, Ls)PerOfExe(Lr, Ls)

3. /* Recall that OnlineTime(Lr, Ls) and
OfflineTime(Lr, Ls) are automatically calculated
by the learning server and the client software
respectively. From equation (1) we have: */

4. tt = ct −OnlineTime(Lr, Ls) −OfflineTime(Lr, Ls)

5. return tt

4. Conclusion

Material recommender system is a significant part
in web-based educational systems that recommends
appropriate materials to the learner. However, the
existing recommendation algorithms do not apply
to environments that involve the three types of
learning, namely online learning, offline learning and
traditional learning. As the rating process of learning
materials of several recommendation algorithms are
based on learning times and that online learning
times and offline learning times can be obtained
automatically while traditional learning times should
be obtained either directly from learners or from
a predictive algorithm, the problem of estimating
traditional learning times is an interesting issue in
such environments. To address these drawbacks of
existing recommendation algorithms in this paper,
a traditional-learning time predictive approach is
proposed. This approach is based on a number of
hypotheses inspired from some empirical observations
regarding learning and text, an analysis of lesson and

learner neighborhoods, content filtering technique [38]
and collaborative filtering technique [7, 8, 26, 28,
32, 37, 54]. Thus, the proposed estimation approach
can benefit from the success of these two filtering
techniques. The proposed approach uses three types
of context: (1) the context of a learning material,
(2) the learning context of a learner for a given
learning material, and (3) the learning context of
a learner. The paper also describes how to detect
traditional learning sessions and algorithms related to
the proposed approach. Therefore the contribution of
the paper is threefold: (1) a set of ways to detect
traditional learning sessions, (2) an approach to predict
traditional learning times, and (3) a translation of the
proposed approach into algorithms. In the future, we
intend to incorporate these algorithms into learning
systems to improve the quality of recommendations for
challenging environments.
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